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Re: Holiday Pay 

Dear Mr. Wolflick: 
This is in response to your letter of March 23, 1992, 

regarding the above-referenced subject. You state that your office 
has received conflicting explanations of the Division's enforcement 
policy with regards to an employer's obligation to pay terminating 
employees for holiday benefits. It is assumed that conflict arises 
as a result of the policy adopted by your client which allows non- 
exempt employees to accumulate two "floating holidays" during the 
year. We believe that the policy provisions which, according to 
your explanation of the policy, allow the employee to take these 
"floating holidays" at any time, has caused confusion. 

The printed policy which you have attached to your letter 
provides, in regard to these "floating holidays" as follows: 

In addition to the recognized holidays 
previously listed, eligible nonexempt 
employees will receive two floating holidays 
(birthday and employment anniversary) in each 
calendar year. 

In another part of the "Holidays" policy it is clearly 
provided that in order to be eligible for holiday pay, non-exempt 
employees must work the last scheduled day immediately preceding 
the holiday and the first scheduled day immediately following it. 
An exception is made if the holiday falls within an employee's 
"paid absence" (e.g., vacation, sick leave). These "floating" 
holidays are also referred to in the policy as "personal holidays." 
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You state that it is the company's policy to allow eligible 
employees to "observe the holiday for their birthday or anniversary 
on a day they may select..." The selection is, we assume, random. 
This policy is not set out in the written policy you submitted. 
However, you state, the same condition precedent is imposed on 
these "holidays" as on all other holidays provided in that the 
employee must work both the day before and the day after the 
holiday in order to be eligible for the holiday pay. You relate a 
discussion of this policy with one of our Deputy Labor 
Commissioners wherein the Deputy opined that the employer under 
these circumstances, would be obligated to pay the employee for all 
floating holidays not taken.1 

In your letter you ask that our answer assume that the 
employee has worked the day before and the day after his or her 
anniversary and/or birthday, but has not taken the day off. 

You vigorously defend the policy stating that the Deputy's 
interpretation ignores the clear and express intent of the policy 
in that the "policy does not indicate that the employees accrue 
holiday benefits by working the day before and the day after the 
actual holiday. To the contrary", you argue, "the policy clearly 
indicates that to be eligible for holiday 'pay', the employee must 
work the day preceding and the day after the holiday." 

As I understand your argument, the use of the word "pay" in 
this context is determinative. It is true, that the policy states 
that "To be eligible for holiday pay, nonexempt employees must work 
the last scheduled day immediately preceding the holiday and the 
first scheduled day immediately following it," but you ask us to 
assume that such is the case; that is that the employee "has worked 
the day before and the day after his or her anniversary and/or 
birthday". It seems quite clear that based upon common law 
contract principles the employee has met the condition precedent as 
to "holiday" pay and would be entitled to recover the "pay" for the 
unused "floating holiday" absent language in the contract (i.e., 
the policy) which would clearly indicate that the "holiday pay" was 
to be forfeited under these circumstances. 

Aside from the common law principles, we must address the 
statutory requirements. The question of whether these "personal 
holidays" are subject to the statutory provisions of Labor Code 
§227.3 has been dealt with in the past. Interpretive Bulletin 86
3, promulgated by the Labor Commissioner on September 30, 1986, 

1 We assume, for purposes of this letter, that the Deputy meant all 
"floating holidays" which they have accrued by reason of the fact that 
they have been employed on the anniversary of their birthday and/or their 
anniversary with the company. 
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outlines the DLSE position in this regard. The Interpretive 
Bulletin speaks to the issue of "paid days off" which an employee 
has an absolute right to take off which are not contingent upon 
such things as "sick leave". Based upon this Interpretive Bulletin, 
the DLSE has taken the position that if an employer offers "time 
off" which is not contingent upon the happening of a specific event 
(i.e., sickness, a holiday, bereavement, etc.) the time off will be 
treated as a vacation and will be subject to the principles of 
Suastez v. Plastic Dress-Up Co. (1982) 31 Cal.3d 774. The 
question, then, is whether the "personal days" contained in your 
client's policy are, in fact, vacation days? 

In addressing this issue we must consider the effect of our 
ruling on other cases2. If your client's policy, which requires 
that the employee is eligible for a vacation day with pay upon the 
happening of a specific event (i.e., anniversary or birthday), were 
to be enforced so as to limit the "holiday" to the date of the 
happening of the event, the additional holidays would not be 
considered vacation3. If, on the other hand, the "holiday" need not 
be taken on the day of the event (or pursuant to the policy if the 
"event falls on a Saturday, Sunday or during paid time-off4), then 
the "holidays" are "personal" holidays and are subject to the 
Suastez principles. 

Perhaps an explanation of the rationale for this decision 
would make it more palatable. If DLSE were to allow employers to 
provide "discretionary" time off under the guise of "floating 
holidays" or "personal days" as holidays not subject to the Suastez 
principles, it would be an invitation for the unscupulous employer 
to simply revise the company "vacation" plan to a "discretionary 
holiday" plan. Thus, that employer could offer the same benefit as 
the employer with a vacation plan, but not be burdened with the 
provisions of §227.3 which require the employer to pay a 
terminating employee all accrued vacation pay. That result would 

2 A perusal of the pages of the policy manual you submitted would indicate 
that your client is more than fair in dealing with its workers. However, 
that is not the issue here. The issue is whether, under either contract 
principles or statutory law, your client's policy requires the payment of 
unused "floating" or "personal" holidays. 

3 As pointed out above, the policy does not specifically provide for the 
time to be used at the discretion of the employee. It does, however, 
strongly imply that the time may be used at some other time than the 
happening of the event so long as the time off is scheduled with the 
approval of the supervisor. 

4 The Division will accept a program which would allow the employee to take 
the "anniversary" or "birthday" holiday any time within a week from the 
date it arises so as to allow the employee to take advantage of a long 
weekend. 
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not be equitable and, inasmuch as the legislative mandate to the 
Labor Commissioner in §227.3 is to apply the principles of equity 
and fairness, it would not be in keeping with that mandate. 

In summary, in this case, absent a change in the written 
policy, it is the opinion of the Division that the employee, given 
the assumed facts, would be entitled to recover the pay for the 
"holiday" under either common law contract principles or based upon 
the principles announced by the Supreme Court in Suastez. 

I hope that this is of assistance to you and your client. Let 
me emphasize that it is not intent of the DLSE to picture your 
client's policy as a subterfuge. As pointed out earlier, the 
limited information you submitted indicates an enlightened approach 
to employee relations. However, as explained, any deviation from 
the policy set out by the Division would lead to opportunities for 
the application of a subterfuge. 

Because your letter indicates that you received differing 
opinions on this question from various offices of the Division, I 
am taking this opportunity to provide copies of this letter to all 
of our offices, statewide. 
Yours truly, 

H. THOMAS CADELL, JR. 
Chief Counsel 

c.c. Victoria Bradshaw 
James Curry 
Simon Reyes 




